=

c. 1890’s-00’s Full Round Catchers Mitt
Very rare white catchers mitt and only one of two currently known in the hobby. Largely speculated that it was based
on the LeMat or Waring patents of the early 20th century. The palm and circumference are VG+. Lining is soft and
fully intact with some cosmetic issues. The piping is dry and worn at the heel. One of the backstraps is missing one
side of its buckle. Mitt shows very little use. It measures 10.5” tall and 2.5” thick. This mitt has impeccable
lineage………………………………………………………………………….………………………………...…$9,500

c. 1930’s D&M PG5 Playground Model Three Finger Glove
Super well-made D&M full sized three finger glove. It says “Playground” just below the pocket. Also says
“Approved By Rules Committee” and signed by the chairman on the left heel. Has something else written in the
pocket but I don’t know what it is. Super nice example of a three finger...................................................................$800

=

c. Late 1940’s H.B. Doc Hughes Hercules Glove
Burgundy color in hardly used condition. Soft leather with beautiful cream lining. HB Doc Hughes so not sure what
that refers to……………………………………………………………………………………………………….…..$175
(From JD – Well I do! If you haven’t read “Doc: The 50-Year Sporting Goods Sales Odyssey of H.B. Hughes” then you oughtta.
There is an excerpt of his travels and glove dealings in Mexico in the Baseball Glove Library on the website. This is an important
model in our hobby and they came in different colors and were sold all over the U.S. in 1946-47. I have a couple different ones.
Joe, TGC, told me the story nearly 30 years ago.)

=

Kaufmann's "The Big Store" Collection Featuring Webless Glove
This six-item lot takes us back in time to the early days of retail department stores in America. Dating back to the late 19th
century, Kaufmann's was at the epicenter of downtown Pittsburgh. Included in this lot are the Kaufmann's white webless glove,
two different books written about "The Big Store", two postcards depicting the Pittsburgh landmark, and an early charge coin for
the store.
The white webless glove measures 8.0" from left to right and 9.0" from top to bottom and has an incredible black and gold
Kaufmann's patch along the thumb area. The glove is asbestos lined and retains its original silver stamping on the front
("Professional Model 02K" and on the back ("3.50"). Not much is known about this glove or the manufacturer. The webless design
is a bit of a mystery as well, as it appears that this glove is from the 1910s era. The glove has been thoroughly inspected in person
by one of the hobby's most respected leather craftsmen and his expert conclusion was, "I can find no evidence that there was ever a
web sewn into this glove."
Accompanying the seemingly one-of-a-kind webless glove are two paperback books that capture life in America through the eyes
of this famed department store from its beginning days through the building being named a National Landmark in 1981. The books
were published in 2016 and 2107, respectively, and are loaded with amazing pictures throughout. The two postcards are the same
depiction of the iconic store and the hustle-n-bustle of downtown Pittsburgh -- one in black and white (postmarked 1905) and one
in color (postmarked 1914). And long before plastic charge cards came along, metal charge coins were how business got done
back in the day. While I am not sure about the date from when this charge coin was used, my guess is it was pretty early based on
the coin's number -- perhaps from around the same time as the glove.
This is your chance to grab some incredible Americana that takes us back to simpler times of how life was and the beginning days
of big department stores…………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..$1,500

=

c. 1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith DW Glove
There's no shortage of Goldsmith Elmer Riddle gloves out there…except when they are in almost unused condition,
like this one. It has it all: near-top-line construction, perfect butter-soft yet strong leather throughout, original laces,
blazing silver stampings, "Goldsmith" button, and leather (yes) binding. There's no ink, and even the machine
stitching is still white on this glove. These don't come along like this very often. If you're a 40’s collector, or just
need to upgrade, here's a terrific example……..……………………………………………………………….…….$195

=

1920’s Eddie Collins Reach Glove
Reach, white, full-web Eddie Collins glove. Excellent
example of this extremely rare glove. This was one of
Reach’s best glove in the mid-1920’s. Signature is very
discernable, patch in fine condition, button excellent on this
slightly (if at all) used glove…………………………$3,000

=

c. 1900’s-10’s J.A. Peach Full Web Glove
Tougher brand Peach 1” web lefty thrower. It’s 9.5” tall with smooth lining………………………………...…….$225

=

1920’s Walter Johnson D&M G40 Glove
Very fine Draper and Maynard Walter Johnson endorsed LH
G40. Lucky dog logo on palm, tag in great shape, leather is soft,
no ink, rips, or tears……………………………………...….$430

c. 1900’s Buckle Back Crescent Glove
This is an elusive buckle back crescent glove. It is huge for a crescent measuring in at about 10” tall and 9” wide. It’s a
big sturdy glove that has been expertly and meticulously repaired by The Glove Doctor in the 90’s. He replaced the lining
and piping and fixed the hole on the back of the pinky (visible in pic) from deteriorating further. The buckle, web and
everything else is original. Of course, it feels great on the hand and is now a tough and strong glove structurally that would
stand up to some vintage catch………………………………………………………………………………………….$895

1920's Sammy Bohne Ken-Wel 552 Glove
This near top line model from the 1920's exhibits use and
wear but features supple leather. The stampings are worn
but endorsement is visible along with patent stamping - the
model number and Ken-Wel logo are somewhat
obscured. The glove’s inner lining has some cracked areas
but no holes and feels good on the hand. On the wrist strap,
the Ken-Wel label is fully attached and displays well. Twopiece web and the peaked shaped gussets on the back of the
glove add to the eye appeal. This is a rare model that is not
often seen…………………………….………………..$450

=

c. 1955 Spalding 1165 Promotional Glove
Spalding 1165 “FAST PLAY” model. Pocket states, “KRAFT’S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 1903-1953 3RD
ANNUAL WORLD’S SERIES KRAFT CARAMEL CONTEST”…..……………………………...……………...$125
About the seller - KC Mack owns and operates a small leather goods outfit called Mack Provisions. He repurposes
vintage baseball gloves into wallets and everyday carry items. To know more or to purchase a vintage baseball glove
wallet please head to his website:
https://mackprovisions.com
Or if you have any questions about his line up please shoot him an email.
KC@mackprovisions.com

=

c. 1920’s Stall & Dean 0977 Buckle Web Glove
This is a high-end buckle web fielders glove. The exterior leather, piping, web and patch are all in very good
condition. Nice patina! The lining is worn – especially in the thumb and finger stalls. It measures 9 3/8”
tall…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$1,950

c. 1920’s Walter Lutzke D&M G75 Three Finger Glove
Super well-made D&M full sized lefty three finger glove. The leather is supple and it has a nice lining and tag.....$650

=

c. 1920’s Spalding Knights of Columbus Glove Lot
Spalding Knights of Columbus cloth label lot. The Spalding 1” web is 9” tall with great cloth labels and button and
some stamping visible. The glove feels good on but has some cracking at heel. Good quality 10” tall 5-0 model
buckle back catchers mitt also has great cloth labels, stampings visible and nice lining…………………………….$540

=

1900’s/10’s Horace Partridge Buckle Back Full Web Glove
Beautiful white, full-web Horace Partridge buckle back glove. This glove has a great patch with a very neat buckle
back. Glove is in excellent condition and is a fine example early 1900’s glove…………………………………..$1,500

=

1965-67 Rawlings XPGP Dual Step-Down Palm Heart of the Hide Glove
Rawlings XPGP fielders glove from 1965-67. NM unused condition with Rawlings hang tag; only a small name
written on inside palm. This was the highest price pro model glove in those years and had the Dual Step-Down Palm
design…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$325

=

c. 1920’s Everlast 76114? 1” Web Basemitt
Early Everlast basemitt. The model # is faint but the logo stamp is pretty bold. It features a 1” web, an awesome tag and
some silver remaining in the stampings. The original buckle strap is tight and the lining is nice and feels good on the hand,
just one minor checking spot at the heel and a couple popped eyelets. This one has all different kinds of colors going on.
The lighting/coloring in the pics is off a bit as it’s like a lighter honey color on the front (like the middle tag pic). Great
rare mitt……………………………………………………………………………………………………………........$400

=

c. 1920’s Excelsior G1306 1” Web Glove
Very strong stampings and button. Has been relined………………………………….…………………………….$125

=

1924-29 Winchester 2050 Catchers Mitt
Winchester 2050 model mitt in really nice shape. Full, adult-size model was made in the mid to late 1920’s and has
great markings, a full label, smooth palm, and no ink (1924 & 1927 catalog pics shown.) Big, solid buckle back
mitt…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$315

=

c. 1979 Wilson 1139 Pro-Issue Knuckleball Catchers Mitt
Every glove manufacturer has at least one model that is truly unique and equally rare, and what you see here is a prime
example - a deadstock, unused ca. 1979 Wilson model 1139 - THE model for "Knuckler" mitts. Going back in time,
as the story goes, after legendary Knuckleball pitcher Hoyt Wilhelm set an MLB record of 49 passed balls in 1959,
during the 1960 season, then Orioles Manager (and former catcher) Paul Richards devised a larger catcher's mitt so his
catchers could handle the Knuckleball. The Wilson company embraced this idea and began manufacturing giant
catcher's mitts for needy MLB catchers.
This enormous mitt has a 36" circumference, and note that there is no
official model number (like A2403), but rather only the special Pro-Stock number 1139 as an identifier. Also,
because of the sheer size of the glove and padding, an extra row of lacing runs along the palm face/perimeter for
added support. These mitts are as rare as hen's teeth - and this MINT UNUSED example is one that you almost
certainly won't see for sale again anytime soon……………………………………………………………………...$750

c. 1951 Joe DiMaggio Spalding 133 75th Diamond Anniversary Glove
The winner of nine World Series titles and three AL MVP awards, “Joltin’ Joe” DiMaggio will forever be recognized
as one of the greatest New York Yankees, and was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1955.
This iconic 1940’s-50’s era Spalding 133 model split-finger baseball glove, is similar to the one that “The Yankee
Clipper” used during most of his days in pinstripes.
Becoming exceedingly hard to find in this condition, much gold stamping remains, with a clear and vibrant
signature…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…$650

1940’s Vince DiMaggio Hutch Glove
Vince DiMaggio Hutch splitfinger in Nr-Mt condition……………………………………………………………....$120

=

c. 1910’s Duck Web Glove
Early duck web with hole in lining at heel (visible in photo) and some web cracking. Manufacturer is unknown but it
could be Ratsch Peerless, Simmons or Rawlings. No visible stampings..………………………………......…….$1,450

c. 1968 Frank Robinson, Roberto Clemente MacGregor 2MV 1938 Glove
This glove is in VG condition…………………………….....…………………………$70

1960’s Claude Osteen PB1 Glove
Claude Osteen PB1. It has a light name on the thumb. It is a soft, supple, full size 10+", light use glove in great
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$75

=

1920’s Babe Ruth Reach RF2 Home Run Special Glove
Really nice Babe Ruth Home Run Special RF2 full web glove with fantastic stampings. Glove has a perfect tag and
Reach button. Full web has two tiny pin holes that appear to be original to the glove. The draw back on the glove is
the inner lining has a single tear in the palm lining. The lining up inside the finger stalls is perfect. Great example of a
tough to find glove………………………………………………………………………………………………….$1,300

1970’s Boog Powell Rawlings XFB 19 Glove
Boog Powell XFB 19 with no issues. May have
been used but shows no wear. Folds so you may say
it is "broken in” and ready to use…………..……$85

1960’s Jimmie Foxx Rawlings JF1 Glove
Jimmie Foxx JF1 that is similar to a Mantle MM5. It shows average use, is soft and supple and has the letters PG lightly
in leather on thumb. Have never seen another!!...........................................................................................................$150

=

c. 1940’s Joe DiMaggio OK Glove
c. 1940’s Joe DiMaggio OK Glove
Joe DiMaggio model OK MFG circa 1940’s. Pocket states, “NATURAL DEEP PALM POCKET” with block
Joe DiMaggio
model OK MFG
1940’s. Pocket states, “NATURAL DEEP PALM POCKET” with block
lettering
“JOE DIMAGGIO”
on thecirca
pinky…………..……………………………………………………………….$225
lettering “JOE DIMAGGIO” on the pinky…………..……………………………………………………………….$255

About the seller - KC Mack owns and operates a small leather goods outfit called Mack Provisions. He repurposes
vintage baseball gloves into wallets and everyday carry items. To know more or to purchase a vintage baseball glove
wallet please head to his website:
https://mackprovisions.com
Or if you have any questions about his line up please shoot him an email.
KC@mackprovisions.com

=

1920’s Goldsmith Basemitt
Great Goldsmith baseman’s mitt that is two toned and in near mint condition – black with tan piping and buckle back
closure. Glove has a perfect Goldsmith patch on the back of the glove. Glove feels great on your hand………….$275

1960’s Nelson Fox Wilson A2020 Personal Model Glove
This is a Pro model with 600 stamped on back under web. It is unused, perfect and needs no breaking in…………..$400

1967-69 MacGregor KCX Kangaroo Pro Glove
Top model late 1960’s KCX Kangaroo Pro. Excellent, top lace was
broken, supple, insides, piping and stampings are all excellent……$140

=

c. 1958-59 Stan Musial PM Heart of the Hide Glove in PM Supreme Box
For Sale is a Rawlings Stan Musial (PM) Personal Model Anchored Web, Hinged Pad, Deep Well Pocket, Heart of the
Hide Glove to be worn on player’s left hand and an earlier PM Supreme box. Both items are in excellent
condition...….…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…..$1,200

c. 1940’s Joe DiMaggio OK DJ Elongated Finger Glove
This is a rare model. It features the elongated finger aka stubby finger crotch. The plastic piping is cracked above the
strap and the resulting minor separation is the only real flaw. The lining is smooth and feels nice on the hand. This model
should appeal to either the strange feature collector for having two stubby finger crotches or the DiMaggio collector
looking for a difficult model with variations……………………………………………....………………………….$185

=

c. 1920’s Ken Wel NeverRip Glove
1” Web with improved design on back of glove. Leather is supple, fully intact and has darkened – a solid VG. Old
style Ken Wel patch and button are in VG condition. Lining and piping have been replaced. It’s 9 ¾”
tall.………………………………………...…….…………………………….……………………………………...$145

1967-69 MacGregor KCM Kangaroo Pro Basemitt
Excellent MacGregor model KBM top model in the late 1960’s. It’s soft
and supple in and out, no issues!..............................................................$140

=

1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith UN Glove
The U.S. Army glove is in near mint condition and is pretty much unused. A good portion of the silver
remains. Glove has a great feel when it’s on your hand……………………………………………………………..$175

c. 1920’s J. Hans Wagner Horace Partridge 6G Glove
Horace Partridge made Wagner models starting in 1919 as full webs (1919 catalog shown). This is a 1” web and is
presumably early to mid-1920’s. The signature is great. The liner is torn some up in the fingers. It has the big patch
with the peacock on it. Nice neat glove…………………..........................................................................................$800

=

c. 1933 Rogers Hornsby Wilson-Western 648S De Luxe Glove
Wilson-Western Rogers Hornsby rarer 648S (S stands for short fingered model). Fat, thick leather upper end model
feels great on hand with smooth lining and thick leather piping. One of the best Hornsby models made……….....$240

c. 1930’s Hal Lee Goldsmith HL Glove
Hal Lee (Sheriff) replaced Babe Ruth early in the first game of a double header on May 30, 1935 playing for the Boston
Braves. It would turn out to be Babe Ruth last Major League game. Hal Lee would get 422 at-bats that year, had the
highest batting of the regulars on the 1935 Boston Braves. A left-fielder, Lee spent his entire major league career in the
National League, and had his best season with the 1932 Philadelphia Phillies, hitting .303 and slugging .497. He was
fifth in the league in doubles that year, seventh in triples, and eighth in home runs, playing in the Baker Bowl. He hit
three home runs in a game on July 6, 1934, the second player on Boston Braves to do so (the first was Les Bell). His
first major league hit was a pinch-hit home run for the 1930 Brooklyn Robins.
The Hal Lee Goldsmith HL is in good shape with a strong endorsement. Listed in the 1936 Goldsmith catalog. Light
name on strap………………………………………………………………………………………………...$250

=

1967 Curt Blefary Rawlings XPG12 Personal Model Glove
Near Mint beautiful top-end XPG12 endorsed by the Oriole
and Yankee outfielder……………..……………………...$250

=

c. 1949 Dubow 6158 U.S. Military Catchers Mitt
This is a Vintage Dubow U.S. Military buckle back Professional Model catchers mitt Model 6158. Mitt is in
excellent condition. US 3-1949 is stamped on the heel, mitt measures 33" in circumference, all original lacing, inner
lining is nice and smooth. The buckle back is in near mint condition. Great addition to any military glove
collector………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$135

=

1963 Mickey Mantle Rawlings XPG20 Glove
This model directly preceded the long
produced XPG26. This version, with Mantle’s
early signature, appeared in stores only in
1963. Solid ex condition with nice Rawlings
label……………………..…………...…...$125

=

1967 Wilson A2000 Glove
Collector glove, the first year of the iconic interlocked hinged web and the only year with no circle stamped around the
Wilson W and A2000 in the pocket. Soft supple leather, game ready. Nice patina 1967 Wilson A2000………….$135

=

1960 Mickey Mantle Rawlings MMP Personal Model Glove
This top-off-the-line one-year wonder has the distinction of
boasting the largest signature of any Mantle glove ever; and
on the thumb, no less. Rawlings was very proud. “This
newly designed glove for 1960 incorporates many of the fine
innovations of Rawlings craftsmanship,” the catalog stated.
Superb label and all original lacing. The lining has evident
checking………………………………………………...$375

=

c. 1939 Augie Galan Horace Partridge A16 Glove in Box
Ex-Mt. Galan 1930’s Horace Partridge buckleback glove in near mint condition
with box that has an excellent label. Glove has mint buckle (probably not used)
with an ink owner’s signature in beautiful script…………………………….$700

=

c. 1910’s Thomas E. Wilson Full Web Glove
Thos. E. Wilson jet black full web. Nice earlier oval label. Feels good on hand. Liner separated at the heel.…….$285

=

1952 Phil Cavaretta Wilson A2000 Glove
If you thought the iconic A2000 began in 1958, think again. In its 1952
catalog Wilson devoted almost an entire page to showcasing its most
expensive glove, which cost $26.50 ($263 in today’s dollars). Cavaretta’s
signature above Trade Mark are light but still legible. The label, piping, and
bronze button are solid. There’s some wear to the back of the web at the
top………………………………………………………………………....$250

=

1940’s George Sisler Rawlings GS Basemitt in Box
Rawlings GS George Sisler Mitt with matching box. It’s from later 1940’s (see pic from 1947 catalog) with a pristine
cloud cloth tag and small price tag. The mitt is mint unused with no damage but a little stiff……………………...$475

Early 1900’s Buckleback Hump Heel Full Web Glove
This brown buckleback full web glove quality is top notch. It features a "bump heel" pad stitched on the fully lined
leather inner palm. The glove feels great on the hand and has excellent brown leather lining all the way through the
finger stalls. It measures 8.0" from left to right and just over 9.0" from top to bottom. Based on the wrist strap design,
this glove is thought to be manufactured by the Victor Sporting Goods Company……………………………………$750

=

1920’s Stall & Dean Catchers Mitt
Fantastic Stall & Dean two tone catchers mitt. Glove leather is black and tan that is soft and supple. Glove has a
perfect Stall and Dean tag on the back side of the glove. Interior of the glove is in perfect condition……………..$225

=

c. 1980’s Mizuno EZ Pocket, Tinted See Thru Web Glove
VG condition. Follow those fly balls all the way into the glove. Not a bad idea……………………………...……..$65

=

1959 Johnny Groth Rawlings JG Personal Model Glove
How often do you see 100% of the original silver? This sturdy, top-drawer model has a superb lining and in-tact
patch. There is a vintage repair on a lacing at the top of the web……………...……………………………………$150

=

c. 1910’s Buckle Web and Buckle Back Catchers Mitt
Big, thick pillow mitt with original, unique buckle web and buckle back. Some of the grommets have come loose.
Unique stitching above buckle too……………………………………………………………………………..….…$150

c. 1930’s Lou Gehrig Basemitt
Lou Gehrig buckle back basemitt, which is probably a JC Higgins or Dubow but don’t know for sure. Very clear and
legible endorsement……..........................................................................................................................................$1,200

=

c. 1958-59 Don Larsen Spalding 1051 Personal Model Glove
Nice high-quality Personal Model in fine playable condition. This one has been expertly relaced and is super sturdy and
game-ready. The lining feels nice on the hand. The stampings are nice and visible. It has never been cleaned. Imagine
what it would look like all shined up! The only real flaw to mention are three faint initials on the right side of the wrist
strap……………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………….$150

=

c. 1930’s Dazzy Vance Ken Wel 560 Glove
The interior and exterior are a solid VG. It has some piping wear. Both patches are in poor condition. Endorsement
and model number are not visible……………………………………………...…….…………………………….….$75

=

c. 1960’s Brunswick MacGregor GPC Glove
Rare and seldom seen infielder’s glove with cool spoke web. About ex condition with pretty
good lining and label. All original lacing. The MacGregor catalogs list the GCP model but not
the GPC model. This one remains a mystery……………………………………………….$125

=

c. 1920’s Winchester Basemitt
Very soft Winchester buckle back first basemitt with large cloth label, cool contrasting piping, smooth lining and
leather piping……...……………………………………………………………………..…………………......…….$425

Early 1900s JC Higgins White Buckle Back Full Web Glove
This early white full web with the collector-desired leather strap buckle back measures 8.25" from left to right and 9.5"
from top to bottom. Soft white leather and brown leather lining that feels great on the hand all the way through the
finger stalls. The glove has a nice black and gold JC Higgins tag. There aren't that many buckle back gloves out there,
especially white ones with manufacturer tags………………………………………………………………………...$850

=

\\

c. 1950’s Leo Durocher MacGregor Goldsmith RL Glove in Box
Shortly after Goldsmith purchased MacGregor, they decided to adopt the MacGregor-Goldsmith moniker in 1944 for
increased brand recognition and continued making high-quality baseball for years to come. The Brooklyn Dodger
HOF’er Leo Durocher-endorsed high-quality "RL" glove was originally a Goldsmith model from the early
1940s dating this fine survivor glove to the mid-1940s. The leather is soft and strong and retains is original untouched
patina from years of use and care, which was certainly the case since the original labeled box (complete with $10.25
price) was kept as well. While the box is showing its age with a few creases and tears here and there, nevertheless, it
makes for a fine and complete display piece. For Brooklyn Dodger/Leo Durocher fans, this is a welcome addition to
your collection………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$225

=

c. 1920’s Dazzy Vance Ken Wel Glove
Both patches are in good shape. Interior and exterior are VG. Some piping wear. Ken Wel button……………….$225

=

c. 1920’s Essex Brand 1” Web Glove
Large tougher brand Essex 1” web with deep stamping, smooth lining, and nearly 10” tall………………………...$225

c. 1920’s-30’s Catchers Mitt Lot
This lot of two mitts is a Rev-O-Noc and a Marathon. The Rev-O-Noc is pretty fat with a black and gold tag (with a hole
in the tag). It has faint initials on the back of the thumb in ink. The Marathon is an earlier narrow model. It has a strap
problem and the buckle is missing. Good “type” mitts…………………………………………………..…………….$100

=

1940’s Bobby Doerr Firestone/Olympian 10-F5 Glove
Beautiful mint Bobby Doerr dark brown soft leather triple tunnel-web 1940’s glove. Great display with leather piping
and a soft leather inside palm. The Firestone/Olympian model 10-F5 is an extremely rare glove………………….$400

1990’s Derek Jeter Rawlings RBG 2 Rookie of the Year Glove
Vintage Rawlings Derek Jeter RBG 2 1996 ROOKIE OF THE YEAR Model. Overall Condition is VERY GOOD with
some remnants of initials on the back of the glove. A Rare 1990's New York Yankees Derek Jeter Rawlings glove for
your collection……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…$110

=

c. 1940’s Joe
Cy Young
Hutch
Glove
DiMaggio
OK36Glove
Hutch
#36 Cy Young
Please
note1940’s.
the addedPocket
lacing states,
and holes
in the fingers
(this PALM
is how IPOCKET”
found it)……….$225
Joe DiMaggio
modelmodel.
OK MFG
circa
“NATURAL
DEEP
with block
lettering “JOE DIMAGGIO” on the pinky…………..……………………………………………………………….$255

About the seller - KC Mack owns and operates a small leather goods outfit called Mack Provisions. He repurposes
vintage baseball gloves into wallets and everyday carry items. To know more or to purchase a vintage baseball glove
wallet please head to his website:
https://mackprovisions.com
Or if you have any questions about his line up please shoot him an email.
KC@mackprovisions.com

=

1930’s Edd J. Roush Vim F300 Glove
This is a rare Edd Roush pre-war HOF glove sporting the Vim model number. It was made by Ken Wel. It features
the Vance style lacing and pattern. All the laces are original and all the seams are tight. The exterior leather is
smooth and supple. The piping shows wear as does up in the finger tunnels of the lining. Although not visible, there
are holes up in the lining…………………………………………...…………………………………………….….$250

=

1940’s Monte Pearson Olympian MP Glove
Olympian, double tunnel loop, Monte Pearson fielders glove in great condition. Glove has great stampings and a great
buckle back strap. Interior of the glove is in perfect condition. Very high-quality glove……………………….…...$85

=

c. 1920’s Rawlings 1” Web Glove
Hardly used Rawlings 1” web with great cloth label and smooth lining. It’s 9” tall…………………….....……….$340

=

1964 Choo Choo Coleman Sonnett 3430 Signed Catchers Mitt
Super rare Choo Coleman mitt signed in person at 2010 baseball show
by this deceased and very reclusive original Met and colorful cult
favorite. Unique features of “Realite” Model include Velvotan
Cowhide. Small, vintage repair to lacing on web. Made in USA.
……………………………………………………………………$200

=

1910’s/20’s Ratsch Peerless G71 Full Web Glove
Full web Ratsch Peerless fielders glove. Model G71 with a great celluloid button – All seams are great and
tight. Inner lining has been professionally replaced – great feel on your hand……………………………………...$210

=

c. 1961 Whitey Ford Spalding 42-247 Glove
USA made Spalding 42-247 Whitey Ford with smooth lining, nice label and leather piping…...……...…………….$65

1970’s Willie Mays MacGregor M11K Glove
Hard to Find Willie Mays MacGregor M11K. The gold stampings in the palm of this amazing glove with an early style
Willie Mays signature is very strong and bright. The back does have writing on the thumb.
The "Say Hey Kid" had a great career with the New York Giants, San Francisco Giants and the New York Mets, and is
in the Baseball Hall of Fame. A standout glove for the true Willie Mays fan!!.............................................................$110

=

c. 1920’s Winchester 1” Web Glove
Winchester 1” web glove, 9” tall with smooth lining and leather piping. Winchester stamping on lighter side..…..$275

=

c. 1940’s Marvin Owen Goldsmith Glove
Huge glove in VG condition. Measures 9 3/4” tall. Goldsmith button. Lining and most piping have been
replaced………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……..$125

c. 1930-33 Chas. Ruffing Wilson-Western 623 Three Finger Glove
Nice top quality Wilson model 623 Charles Ruffing signature three finger glove. Displays well and feels great on
your hand. Looks to have been professionally relined and re-piped. Feels and looks great……………………......$450

=

c. 1950’s Benlee 300 Glove
Unusual “Set-In-Thumb” design. Exterior and lining are in VG condition, but stiff. Piping is worn and the lacing is
dried out.………………………...………………………………………………………………….…………...……..$45

=

c. 1940’s Joe DiMaggio Olympic Sporting Goods Peerless Brand 194 Glove
Joe DiMaggio script Peerless Brand Olympic Sporting Goods (only known?) splitfinger with deep stamping and
Peerless cloth label. Soft 1” wide (by 9” tall) glove feels good on hand but has cracking halfway up
fingers…………………………………………………..………………………………......………………………...$325

=

c. 1930’s Goldsmith KB Glove
Stiff exterior with poor lining. Stampings are light. Remnant of an endorsement is in the crease in the palm on the
pinky side. The KB was a Hans Wagner from 1917 thru 1926. It was a Kiki Cuyler, Ford/Critz Double Play and
Chick Hafey subsequently..………..…………………………………………………………………………………..$95

=

c. 1920’s Buckskin 1” Web Glove Lot
Both have nice linings and add variety to displays. The orange one is 9 3/4” tall and the gray one is 9.5” tall….....$195

=

c. 1930’s OK 710 Sewn Web Glove
1930’s Ohio Kentucky webbed glove with nice stamping and lining. It measures 8.5” tall……………..…......…….$90

=

c. 1950’s Chico Carrasquel Nokona G32 Glove
Nokona never skimped when it came to glove construction, even with it's mid- level gloves. Thick, strong, soft glove
leather, rolled leather binding, and cloth patches on the wrist straps are all indicators of a company that takes pride in
its work at all levels. Such can be seen in the beautiful NrMt example of a mid-1940s, mid-level Nokona G32
glove, which includes an attractive original Nokona hang tag. Add to that the endorsement of the very talented and
popular ground-breaking Venezuelan SS Chico Carrasquel, and you have a glove that is equally at home in a
collector's display case as it is taken out in the field for a game of vintage catch…………………………………….$85

=

c. 1920’s Jimmy Outlaw National 1” Web Glove
National Jimmy Outlaw endorses in silver 1” web with nice lining. Mid-grade thinner leather glove but displays
good…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$90

=

c. 1940’s Joe Gordon Marathon 4207 Glove
Strap finger design in VG condition inside and out. Nice stampings.…………………………………………….….$65

=

c. 1920’s Phillipi Wishart Sporting Goods Catchers Mitt
Very tall (11”) and fat black “pillow” buckle back catchers mitt with smooth lining and nice Phillipi Wishart Sporting
Goods cloth label……..………………………………..………………………………......………………………....$335

=

c. 1930’s-40’s Adjustable Back Lacing Glove
It’s a Model 8242 I think. It has a solid exterior, thumb and three finger lacing. The piping and lining have been
replaced………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$95

=

c. 1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Glove
Original, old style with Rawlings button. Overall G+ condition. Soft leather with good seams and no holes. Patch is
loose/frayed on one side. Initials “DTL” printed on strap……………………………………………………...……..$70

=

c. 1940’s Augie Galan Wilson 637 Glove
Factory double lacing on thumb and all fingers. Exterior and piping are excellent. Lining is VG and it’s 9 ¾”
tall…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$195

=

c. 1930’s Ethan Allen Goldsmith EA Glove
This glove is in the short finger style. It is solid but has a stiff interior and exterior and shows some piping wear.
Unfortunate writing on back of middle finger.……………………………………………………………………….$125

=

c. 1940’s Bill Doak Rawlings Model H Glove
Overall VG condition with some silver in the stampings. Both patches present.……………………………...……..$85

=

c. 1930’s Al Simmons Denkert 219 Glove
This glove has an unusual backstrap. Overall G+ condition. It has been relined……………………………...……..$40

=

c. 1930’s-40’s Spalding 3X? Glove
Pinky and ring fingers are laced together. Exterior and lining are a solid VG. Some silver in the stampings. It
measures 9 3/4” tall…………………………………………………………………………………………………..$175

=

c. 1950’s George Kell BLS 8372 Glove
Lacing overkill glove. VG inside and out with some piping wear…………………………...………………...……..$45

=

c. 1964-72 Willie Mays MacGregor GC12 Personal Model Glove
High end glove. Exterior is in G-VG condition. Lining is badly checkered in the palm…….……………………....$50

=

Akadema ABX00 Ambidextrous “Switch Pitcher’s” Glove
Unused……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………….....$125

=

c. 1954 Early Wynn Wilson A2074 Glove
Double Snap Strap glove in VG condition inside and out. Patch is damaged……………………………….……......$65

=

c. 1970’s Brooks Robinson Rawlings XPG3 Heart of the Hide Signed Game Model Glove
Brooks Robinson defined defense on the ball field. The Human Vacuum won 16 consecutive Gold Gloves, the most
of any position player. The first ballot Hall of Famer won an AL MVP Award in 1964 and was an 18-time All-Star.
He used a variety of models of gloves, including this Basket Web Rawlings HOH XPG 3. He has signed his name
next to his endorsement along with “My Game Model,” 16 Gold Gloves, and HOF 83. Despite some checking in the
lining, all-around solid model and all original……………………………………………………………………….$850

1960’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM6 The Comet Glove
Mickey Mantle Rawlings model MM6 "The Comet" endorsed store model fielder's glove. A number of silver stampings
are still easily discernible including "Custom Crafted" on the webbing, "Deep Well Pocket" & "Mickey Mantle
Professional" adjacent to a rendering of Mantle in the palm, "The Comet" on the left pinky and "MM6 Made in USA"
around a Rawlings logo at the base of the palm. Very hard to find with the gold stampings………………………….$150

=

c. 1960’s-70’s AHI 6245 Big Mac Glove
Made in Japan. VG condition with unusual web.…………………………………………………………………......$45

=

c. 1940’s Peerless Glove
Phantom finger web glove. Small 2 finger with flip-off potential. Exterior is in G+ condition. The lining is rough at
best…………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………....$35

=

1956-58 Vinegar Bend Mizell Rawlings VBM Glove
Sizzler model with Heel Hinge Design. It’s in VG condition.
Easy one-handed catching. Love that name!…......................$90

1960’s Bobby Shantz Popular Model 65326 Glove
Bobby Shantz Popular Model 65326 in NM/M condition……………………….……………………………………$85

=

c. 1940’s Dixie Walker Goldsmith HC Glove
Fred E. "Dixie" Walker was a scrappy outfielder who campaigned as a player for a number of teams throughout the
1930s-40s, then became a manager for several years. While Dixie-endorsed gloves are common, nearly-unused ones
like this one aren't. It's really a beauty of a glove, with smooth, soft, cool, strong leather, perfect butter-soft lining,
original laces, blazing silver stampings, and no ink. These don't come along like this very often; grab it while you
can……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$195

=

c. 1970’s Rawlings PRO-1000BC Glove
Pro 1000BC, classic HOH late 70’s USA infielder’s glove. This may be one of the best infield gloves ever made.
Game ready………………………………………..…………………………………………………………….……$150

=

1972 Billy Williams Rawlings Personal Model Glove
Top-end model, sold for $42 in 1971 ($272 in today’s dollars). Evident wear, but still solid and all original………$95

=

c. 1930’s Curtiss Baby Ruth Candy & Gum Glove
This is a vintage Spalding Curtiss Candy & Gum Baby Ruth Dealer Premium glove circa 1930. This vintage "white"
leather split-fingered glove was most likely a marketing promotion item used by salesmen for Curtiss-Baby Ruth
Candy Company. It measures roughly 9 inches tall. Overall condition is Excellent………………….....................$150

=

c. 1960’s Tony Conigliaro Rawlings Glove
Special Fastback model endorsed by Red Sox legend. USA made glove with minimal wear. Leather is stiff and the
exterior needs cleaning………...………..…………………………..………………………………………………....$65

=

c. 1960’s Luis Aparicio Wilson A2231 Glove
Glove is an adult size and measures 11”, fits the left hand, all stamping is dark and bold……………………….….$125

=

c. 1940’s Martin Marion Rawlings MM1 Glove
Early to mid 1940’s Professional Model Floating Heel glove. It is in great condition, silver lettering and facsimile
autograph deeply stamped and vibrant – great light tan leather with offsetting silver lettering. Great addition to any
military glove collector………………………………………...………………………………..………..……….….$125

c. 1920’s Babe Ruth D&M G41 Glove
Babe endorsed Draper Maynard gloves, specifically the G41, from 1921 to 1927. He didn't only endorse them, he
actually used white G41's during the most productive years of his career. The G41 model is one of the most desirable
models in the hobby. The signature stamping on this example is extremely light however. There is a little slit on the
back and top of the index finger but the patch is perfect and feels fantastic on the hand……………………….....$1,500

=

c. 1940’s Rawlings 563FST U.S. Military Basemitt
Nice adult size Rawlings U.S. Military first baseman’s mitt Model number 563FST fits the left hand (RHT). It has
nice patina offset with silver stamping. Condition is near mint, not much use. Great addition to any military glove
collector……………………………………………………………………….……………..……………………….$175

=

c. 1920’-30’s Stall & Dean Buckle Web Basemitt
Exterior and piping are VG. Lining is shot. “Pet ???” is written lightly in pen above the patch.…………………....$75

=

Modern Rawlings Three-Finger Infielder’s Glove
A rare revival of the early 1950’s three finger glove with many contemporary updates. First, there are two openings
for fingers. Second, the leather is black. Finally, an American flag patch. Most of the stamping has worn off, but you
can make out “For the Professional Player”………………………………………………………………………….$125

=

c. 1930’s-40’s Tipped Finger Catchers Mitt
This Decker fingernails catchers mitt has no manufacturer or model # identification. Exterior and piping are G-VG.
Interior feels good, but has some checking.………………………………………………………………………….$675

c. 1939-41 Fred Chapman Rawlings G30 Glove
Rawlings G30 glove as listed in their 39-41 catalog, is a Lynn Myers Model. Rawlings did make a Fred Chapman Model
for Russell, an RB2. The glove was born a Russell but got stamped Rawlings and a Rawlings patch was added possibly
to clean up the person’s mistake? It has to be rare. Fred Chapman played 39-41 as a back-up shortstop for the
Philadelphia Athletics. The Fred Chapman endorsement is light but readable. Very light name on strap and over all in
good condition. Own a Rawlings glove that was not in the Rawlings catalog………………………………..……….$350

=

c. 1960 Johnny Temple Brunswick
MacGregor Personal Model Glove
Beautiful smallish glove with perfect
stampings and label, ca. 1960. Looks
hardly used. Has cool extended, one
piece web that no other manufacturer
duplicated………….…………………$95

=

c. 1920’s Kiki Cuyler Dubow Glove
Great high-quality Dubow glove of the Pirates/Cubs HOF’er Hazen Shirley "Kiki" Cuyler. Horsehide exterior leather
is thick, stampings are faint but readable, lining is smooth and thick. Has the very cool 2-eyelet tab web, and full
rolled leather binding. Small seam separation at the crotch of thumb but doesn't really detract from how cool this
glove is. Wait til you slide it on your hand... q-u-a-l-i-t-y. Could even be cleaned up to be superb……………....$150

Early 1900’s Reach Model 56 Hump Heel White Full Web
This white full web glove is soft and smooth inside and out
from the white buckskin leather to the beautiful brown
leather lining all the way through the finger stalls. The
original palm stampings remain, including the model number
(56). On the back you will see the black and gold Reach
patch in fantastic condition, as well as the patent stamping
along the ring finger. The glove measures 8.5" from left to
right and 9.0" from top to bottom. If you like early full web
gloves and condition matters to you, this is a special one. It
also features the rare "patented inside hump". See the 1908
Reach catalog description……………………...………$850

1920's Thomas E. Wilson & Co.
Tin Concessions Box
This black TEW tin concessions box
has great advertising appeal.
It
measures about 8.5 inches long, by 4
inches deep, by 3.25 inches tall. It’s
been used to store old baseball cards
(cards not included).
For trade for short-brimmed baseball
caps and/or combination of sewn-web
gloves. Submit your best trade offers.

Two 19th Century Baseballs
First, is a lemon peel style baseball from the earliest days of the game, measures roughly 9” in circumference with brown
leather. Second, is an early Figure 8 style baseball, measures roughly 8 1/4” in circumference and looks to be made out
of white leather, which I personally haven’t seen many early handmade baseballs like this made out of white leather,
most normally seem to be made of less expensive brown leather. Both are in good condition, all stitching intact, and
have awesome eye appeal in the display........................................................................................................................$995

=

SELLING 300+ GLOVE COLLECTION
BEAU McMEEKIN
(602) 373-6114 MST
CALL FOR DETAILS

